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 It allows unlimited amount of try outs but your score is stored on the UDID and not the device. As an apology/fix they have
since launched an update which allows your scores to be stored. With the release of the game (Version: 4.0.0) from the Amazon
Appstore it appears you must now be logged in on the devices with your account before you can use it. I'm not sure if this is a

temporary bug or if they are testing something. The description says you can create up to 15 levels so my suspicion is the move
to the Amazon Appstore which does not allow you to sideload apps. Currently there are only 3 levels and it is possible to create
more. As you will not be able to use your own level builder from the Amazon Appstore you may be forced to use their limited
levels. Even if you do not own the game there are currently many many more levels available via the official website and you

could download and use the level builder to build your own. Rovio has now included the ability to save your high score to
Amazon devices. But instead of using the UDID it uses the device ID. I purchased the original Angry Birds game (Version:
2.1.0) from APP World.. a measly human error which have been given a big fuss when it is not needed. It allows unlimited
amount of try outs but your score is stored on the UDID and not the device. As an apology/fix they have since launched an

update which allows your scores to be stored. Rovio has now included the ability to save your high score to Amazon devices. But
instead 82157476af
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